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We profiled landscapes of bovine regulatory elements and explored dynamic changes of chromatin states in
rumen development during weaning. The regulatory elements (15 chromatin states) and their coordinated ac
tivities in cattle were defined through genome-wide profiling of four histone modifications, CTCF-binding, DNA
accessibility, DNA methylation, and transcriptome in rumen epithelial tissues. Each chromatin state presented
specific enrichment for sequence ontology, methylation, trait-associated variants, transcription, gene expressionassociated variants, selection signatures, and evolutionarily conserved elements. During weaning, weak en
hancers and flanking active transcriptional start sites (TSS) were the most dynamic chromatin states and
occurred in tandem with significant variations in gene expression and DNA methylation, significantly associated
with stature, production, and reproduction economic traits. By comparing with in vitro cultured epithelial cells
and in vivo rumen tissues, we showed the commonness and uniqueness of these results, especially the roles of cell
interactions and mitochondrial activities in tissue development.

1. Introduction
Mapping chromatin accessibility and epigenomic marks have
developed as a robust process to annotate genomes, identify putative
regulatory elements, and study their changing activity across different
cell types, developmental stages, and complex phenotypes [1–4]. The
functional annotation of genomes has been well investigated in diverse

tissues and cell types in human and model organisms. However, we are
still inadequate in livestock genomes’ functional annotation, encum
bering our interpretation of complex trait variation, domestication, and
adaptive evolution. Exploring the global regulatory elements of ge
nomes in livestock enlightens basic biology and enhances genomic
improvement programs [5–7]. To generate normal tissue maps of
functional elements in livestock genomes, an international collaborative
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effort, the Functional Annotation of Animal Genomes (FAANG) project,
was initiated in 2015 [8].
Cattle, one of the critical species of ruminant animals, have had
significant roles in several industries worldwide for centuries. Rumi
nants are herbivorous mammals that can utilize plant-based feed to
obtain nutrients, principally through microbial fermentation. Fermen
tation is essential to break down complex carbohydrates, such as cel
lulose, to produce short-chain volatile fatty acids as the utilizable
nutrition elements. The rumen is the primary site of microbial fermen
tation. Cattle begin life as simple stomached animals yet spend most of
their lives as ruminants whose digestion depends largely on fermenta
tion [9]. The changes from one digestive method to another require
rumen development. Rumen development begins when calves start
eating solid feeds that enter the rumen during weaning. Proper rumen
development is essential for successfully transitioning from a milk-based
diet to a diet of grain and forages with significant economic
consequences.
Because rumen development is a crucial feature regulating early
solid feed intake of weanlings, growth performance, and cattle feed ef
ficiency, the study of rumen development has attracted ample attention
[9–11]. Due to its unique characterization, rumen development also
presents a genuine prospect and a model to study development and
adaptive evolution in general. However, the genomic activities con
trolling ruminal morphological and physiological transformations
arising during this critical time in rumen development remain incom
pletely characterized. In particular, system-wide analysis of the under
lying regulatory dynamics of the chromatin states is lacking.
Cell adhesion and communication are essential for tissue develop
ment and differentiation [12]. Cell type, number, and spacing are also
critical to tissue structure and function. Adhesive molecules help
maintain communication among cells and the extracellular matrix to
preserve proper tissue architecture. Within tissues, adhesive molecules,
like integrins, allow cells to maintain contact with one another and
structures in the extracellular matrix. Integrins link the actin cytoskel
eton of a cell to various external structures, controlling cell shape and
motility [13]. Cell-to-cell junctions are crucial for surfaces like the skin,
intestines, and airways. For example, within gastrointestinal tracts, the
side surfaces of epithelial cells are tightly linked to neighboring cells,
forming a sheet that acts as a barrier. Through integrins, each cell’s basal
end connects to a specialized layer of extracellular matrix - the basal
lamina. The adhesive transmembrane proteins interact with similar
proteins on adjacent cells and the intracellular cytoskeleton through
these junctions. For instance, adaptor complexes bind adherens junc
tions to cytoskeletal actin [14], and other adaptor complexes bind des
mosomes to intermediate filaments [15]. These junctional complexes
provide cells and tissues with mechanical support, and they also recruit
intracellular signaling molecules to relay positional information to the
nucleus. The lateral surfaces of epithelial cells also contain several other
specialized junctions, including tight and gap junctions [16]. Gap
junctions permit small molecules and ions to move across, thus
providing metabolic and electrical coupling between cells [13].
Apoptosis is an essential aspect of development. Cell signaling also plays
an essential role in the balance between cell growth and death [17].
In a previous report [18], we conducted the first contempt to
establish the global map of regulatory elements (15 chromatin states) in
cattle using an in vitro cell culture system. We defined the coordinated
activities of the cattle genome’s regulatory elements by mapping chro
matin accessibility and epigenomic marks in rumen epithelial primary
cells (REPC) and an established cell line (Madin-Darby Bovine Kidney
Epithelial Cells, MDBK cell line). We also explored the dynamics of
chromatin states in rumen epithelial cells in vitro induced by butyrate,
one of the short-chain volatile fatty acids produced by rumen fermen
tation and a key regulator for rumen development [19,20].
To further refine the global landscape of genomic regulatory ele
ments and explore the regulatory dynamics of chromatin states in rumen
development in vivo during weaning, we report here a system-wide

analysis of the underlying regulatory dynamics of the chromatin states
of rumen epithelial tissue from calves before and after weaning. We
profiled genome-wide data sets in parallel at high resolution for four
histone modifications (H3K4me3, H3K4me1, H3K27ac, and
H3K27me3), DNA accessibility (Assay for Transposase-Accessible
Chromatin using sequencing - ATAC-seq), and CTCF-binding sites.
Additionally, we profiled the RNA-transcriptome of rumen epithelial
tissue and DNA methylation by whole-genome bisulfite sequencing
(WGBS) from rumen tissues to explore changes in gene expression and
DNA methylation. By integrating epigenomic marks with other genomewide data sets, including sequence ontology, gene expression, DNA
methylation, transcription factors, evolutionary conservation elements,
regulatory motif instances, genome-wide association study (GWAS) in
large scale signals of 45 complex traits, cattle QTLdb, expression
quantitative trait loci (eQTLs), and selection signatures in cattle, we
were able to systematically and functionally define and characterize 15
chromatin states in cattle rumen epithelial tissue. We demonstrated that
active transcription start sites (TssAs) are a hotspot for transcription
regulatory factors and that highly expressed genes require a complex
regulatory mechanism to ensure their proper function. We also
demonstrated that weaning-induced dynamics in chromatin states, gene
expression, and DNA methylation are closely correlated to rumen
development, and cell interactions are vital to maintaining rumen tissue
architecture, function, and development. By comparing evolutionary
conservation regulatory elements between humans and cattle, we
explored the role of functional annotation for understanding adaptive
evolution.
2. Results and discussion
2.1. Characteristics of histone modification, DNA methylation, and
transcriptomic data
We created the first global in vivo landscape of regulatory elements in
cattle and explored the dynamics of chromatin states in rumen tissue
development before and after weaning (BW and AW in Fig. 1a). Previ
ously, we reported similar in vitro efforts [18], using REPC (CO) and
their artificial inductions by butyrate treatment (BT). We produced 14
new genome-wide data sets of four histone modifications (i.e.,
H3K4me3, H3K4me1, H3K27ac, and H3K27me3) at high resolution,
ATAC-seq for DNA accessibility, and CTCF-binding sites (Fig. S1a),
producing a total of 704,477,066 clean paired-end reads with an average
uniquely mapping rate of 69.22%. Furthermore, we outlined six RNAseq data sets and two WGBS data sets from the same rumen tissues to
explore changes in gene expression and DNA methylation before and
after weaning (Fig. S1a), producing a total of 115,288,544 (the average
uniquely mapped rate of 93.32%) and 696,471,452 (43.45%) clean
paired-end reads, respectively. Details of summary statistics for all 22
new data sets, and the control sample, are described in Table S1.
For all 28 epigenomic data sets, as shown in Fig. S1b, we obtained a
total of 1,187,532 peaks with an average of 42,412 (ranging from
15,098 for H3K27me3 in BT to 98,962 for ATAC in CO). Overall, we
obtained more peaks from the primary cells (i.e., REPC) than rumen
tissues. The transcription and epigenome profile at the tissue level re
flects the integration of data from all cell types within the sample, which
may cause differences in the sensitivity of measuring epigenomic
markers in actual tissues and cells due to cellular heterogeneity, as our
previous study showed a similar pattern for three other distinct histone
modifications (H3K27ac, H3K9ac, and H3K9me3) [18]. The corre
sponding genome peak coverage in each sample had an average of
2.07% (ranging from 0.20% for ATAC in rumen tissue before weaning to
11.87% for H3K27me3 in REPC following BT). Also, we observed
several notable high-level features of the data series. As expected, the
landscape of histone modifications varies between tissues and cells,
particularly for marks of activity such as H3K27ac and H3K27me3
(Fig. S1c). Within tissues or cells, chromatin landscapes changed
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Fig. 1. Overview of the profiling dataset. (a) The workflow used in this study. SR, specific regions. (b) Correlations among epigenomic data sets across the rumen
tissue and REPC. (c) Sample similarity clustering based on gene expression values for all genes. MDS clustering was performed using distance = 1 – Spearman
correlation.

progressively across stages (Fig. S1c). These developmental dynamics
are likely to reflect two underlying biological processes: changes in the
epigenetic landscape within tissues or cells as they undergo differenti
ation, and weaning and butyrate treatment could induce relatively
different changes. DNA methylation landscapes showed similar patterns
with minor differences in BW and AW rumen tissues (Fig. S1d). Meta
gene plot showed the typical patterns of histone modification enrich
ment at all genes (Fig. S1e), suggesting a similar trend among marks. We
also observed that ATAC was associated with CTCF and active histone
modifications (e.g., H3K4me1, H3K4me3, and H3K27ac) in both rumen
tissues and REPC (Fig. 1b, Fig. S1f), demonstrating the rumen tissues
and primary cells shared epigenomic modification similarities in
general.
On the other hand, RNA-seq triplicate results also showed a similar
pattern among BW, AW, CO, and BT samples, in terms of gene expres
sions (Transcripts Per Kilobase Million - TPM). When we clustered them
using the multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) plot based on TPM values
(Fig. 1c), the primary separation was between rumen tissues and REPC.
When we clustered rumen tissues and REPC separately, the primary
separation was due to weaning or butyrate treatment, respectively,
suggesting that either of them is the most crucial determinant during the
developmental differentiation process.

2.2. Characterization and systematic definition of 15 chromatin states in
cattle rumen
We used ChromHMM v1.20 [21] to define 15 states jointly from the
28 cattle rumen epigenomes, all of which were completed with six
chromatin marks (Fig. 2a-d). Three of our predicted states were prox
imal to active TSSs (TssA, TssAATACCTCF, and TssAFlnk, approximately
1.04% of the entire genome); one state was associated with actively
transcribed genes (TxFlnk, 0.4%); six states were enhancer-related
(EnhA, EnhAATAC, EnhWk, EnhPois, EnhPoisATAC, and EnhWkCTC
FATAC; 5.01%); one bivalent state often was located near inactive TSS
or Enh (BivFlnk, 0.47%); one state was repressive (ReprPC, 3.40%), and
another state was quiescent (Quies, 87.08%). The remaining 2.58% of
the genome was assigned to ATAC or ReprWkCTCF. The first four states
were distinguished by a high occurrence of H3K4me3 in high enrich
ments near promoter regions (± 1 kb around TSS), protein-coding re
gions, zinc finger genes, transcription factors [22], and expressed genes
(TPM ≥ 0.1), but not repressed genes (TPM < 0.1) (Fig. 2e). TssA also
displays a symptomatically high enrichment for CpG islands, parallel to
a low level of DNA methylation (Fig. 2f), increasing the expression of
nearby genes and validating the well-known adverse correlation be
tween promoter methylation and gene expression [23]. Meanwhile,
TssAFlnk and TxFlnk exhibited high methylation levels, again consistent
with high DNA methylation levels of gene bodies being positively
3
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Fig. 2. Definition and characteristics of 15 chromatin states in rumen tissue. (a) (b) Definitions and abbreviations of 15 chromatin states, respectively. (c) Emission
probabilities of individual epigenomic marks for each chromatin state. (d) Genomic coverages of chromatin states in BW rumen tissue. (e) Enrichments of chromatin
states for diverse genomic annotations, including CpG islands, gene contents (promoters were defined as ±1 kb around TSS), expressed genes (TPM ≥ 0.1), repressive
genes (TPM < 0.1), transcription factors (TF), and common repeats. (f) DNA methylation across 15 chromatin states in rumen tissue. (g) Fold enrichments for
noncoding mammalian conserved elements as measured by Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling (GERP). (h) (i) Enrichments of chromatin states around ±2 kb of TSS
and TES of expressed genes and repressive genes, respectively.

correlated to gene expression [23]. We further identified that TssA had
the utmost enrichment for non-exonic mammalian conserved elements
(Fig. 2g). By further assessing gene TSS and transcriptional end site
(TES), we perceived that the first three states had high-level enrichment
in the vicinity (± 2 kb) of TSS and TES for expressed genes but not for
repressed genes (Fig. 2h, i). While TssAFlnk and TxFlnk bordered around
TSS of expressed genes, TssA centered at TSS of expressed genes (Fig. 2h,
i). The transition parameters (signaling the proximal genomic locations)
among chromatin states discovered from ChromHMM indicated that the
first three states were more probable to shift among one another than to
other states, while TssAFlnk was more likely to shift to the quiescent
state than TssA and TxFlnk (Fig. S2).

and TssAFlnk (chromatin states 1–3) were highly over-represented for
all the tissues (Fig. 3e), suggesting that the commonly expressed genes
are generally conserved across tissues and under similar regulatory
networks. Alternatively, eQTLs from blood/immune tissues and the
salivary gland were associated with BivFlnk. For sQTLs, compared to
other tissues, the salivary gland, and skin fibroblast were more enriched
within multiple promoter/enhancer regions (Fig. 3e), while Leukocyte
was more enriched in BivFlnk and ReprPC regions. We speculate that
these may represent some underlining cell types shared between these
tissues and rumen, but the conjecture warrants future investigation.
Our large-scale GWAS signal enrichment analysis discovered that
active promoters and transcripts (i.e., TssA, TssAATACCTCF, and
TxFlnk) were the highest enriched chromatin states within 45 complex
traits of economic significance in the US Holstein population (Fig. 3f), in
line with the findings in cattle QTLdb (Fig. 3a). Interestingly, enhancerassociated regions, which were likely to be tissue-specific, were partic
ularly enriched for body type traits (particularly for stature) and somatic
cell score (SCS, a mastitis incidence indicator), suggesting the potential
roles of rumen tissue in growth and innate immune responses (Fig. 3f).
The motif enrichment analysis revealed that the tested motifs were
significantly (adjusted P < 0.01) enriched in EnhWkCTCFATAC, mainly
including motif families of zinc finger transcription factors (Table S2).
This observation demonstrates that enhancers are a hotspot for tran
scription regulatory factors and imply that highly expressed genes also
involve a complex regulatory mechanism to ensure their proper func
tion. We also found that ReprPC was mainly enriched in the bHLH and Zf
families (Fig. 3g).
We downloaded and analyzed additional 293 public rumen RNA-seq
data sets to explore relationships between chromatin states and rumen
gene expression. After log transforming gene TPM values, we calculated
the average (Mean) and median absolute deviation (MAD, which can be

2.3. Functional characteristics of 15 chromatin states
By examining the 108,274 QTLs for 317 complex traits in cattle
QTLdb (release 42, Aug. 27, 2020) [24], we verified that active pro
moters/transcripts (chromatin states 1–3), followed by BivFlnk, showed
the highest enrichment for all these QTLs compared to the other 11
chromatin states (Fig. 3a). As previous studies revealed that the majority
of eQTLs were conserved across tissues [25,26], we then overlapped
chromatin states with rumen eQTLs identified by our cattle GTEx effort
[27] and revealed that active promoters/transcripts (chromatin states
1–3) had the highest enrichment for rumen eQTLs among all 15 chro
matin states (Fig. 3b). We also established that active promoters/tran
scripts had the highest enrichment for rumen sQTLs (Fig. 3c) and
selection signatures that were detected in the previous study [28]
(Fig. 3d, Fig. S3a), revealing that active promoters and transcripts are
more likely correlated with positive selection.
By overlapping chromatin states with eQTLs from diverse tissues, we
validated that chromatin states associated with TssA, TssAATACCTCF,
4
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Fig. 3. Functional characteristics of 15 chromatin states. (a) Fold enrichments for 108,274 QTLs (length < 10 kb) of 317 complex traits in cattle QTLdb. (b) Fold
enrichments for rumen cis-eQTLs in cattle. (c) Fold enrichments for rumen sQTL in cattle. (d) Fold enrichments for selected regions. (e) Enrichments of chromatin
states for cis-eQTL and sQTL of diverse tissues. These diverse tissues can be grouped into 12 broad tissues shown in the different color bars. (f) GWAS signal
enrichment of 45 complex traits in the US Holstein population. (g) The top enriched motifs among the seven chromatin states (TssA, TssAATACCTCF, EnhWk,
EnhWkCTCFATAC, ATAC, EnhPoisATAC and ReprPC). (h) The average fold enrichment of expressed genes with 5 expression levels ([0.1, 1), [1,10), [10,100),
[100,1000), > 1000) in 15 chromatin states. (i) The average fold enrichment of genes with 10 MAD levels in 15 chromatin states.

used to measure each gene’s inter-individual variability) values for each
gene, as described before [29]. The correlation coefficient between these
two variables is 0.24 (Fig. S3b). Our other study [30] showed that interindividual variable genes were significantly engaged in tissue-relevant
functions, while consistent genes were significantly involved in essen
tial biological functions, such as system processes and stimulus detec
tion. We classified genes into five categories according to their average
gene expression level and MAD and then made enrichment estimates
with 15 chromatin states. We found that with increasing gene expres
sion/variability, the fold enrichment also increased, and the key states
showing growing trends were from promoter and enhancer groups
(Fig. 3h and i). The low MAD genes and low Mean genes were rarely
enriched for any states (Fig. S3c), indicating many promoters’ activities
for ensuring gene expression and differentiation. We also explored the
functions of top MAD and Mean genes and found the most significant
terms for both mainly were related to mitochondrial energy metabo
lisms, reflecting stark changes in metabolism and energy production in
rumen epithelium, which must occur when transitioning from glucose
use to short chain fatty acid use by epithelium during the weaning
process (Fig. S3d, Table S3). Transcriptomic reprogramming is required

to induce developmental changes in ruminal epithelium and functional
transitions during weaning [31]. These enrichment patterns and dy
namic chromatin state changes in vivo during weaning further ratify that
promoters and enhancers dictate and safeguard gene expression and
differentiation in rumen development.
2.4. Weaning-induced dynamics in chromatin states, gene expression, and
DNA methylation
In this assessment, we tried to find the regulatory element changes
during the weaning process in vivo. After weaning, we observed the
greatest changes in chromatin state for the ReprWkCTCF, TssA, and
EnhA states, which showed ~1–3% increases in their overall proportion
of regions as compared to BW (Fig. 4a). We grouped 15 chromatin states
into six broad groups based on the functional regions they affect,
including promoter, enhancer, bivalent, heterochromatin, ATAC, and
CTCF, and then evaluated their functional impact using the GREAT tools
[32]. In promoter regions, we found that BW was enriched for cellsubstrate junction assembly, focal adhesion assembly, and mitochon
drial outer membrane translocase complex, while AW was for many
5
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Fig. 4. The dynamics after weaning in chromatin states, gene expression, and their associated traits. (a) The relative proportion of changed regions between BW and
AW in rumen tissue. (b) Changes of enrichment folds of upregulated (left) and downregulated (right) DEGs for 15 chromatin states in BW and AW, respectively. (c)
Significantly enriched pathways for up and downregulated DEGs. (d) GWAS signal enrichment of DEGs (left) and specific regions (right) for 45 complex traits in the
US Holstein population.

development-related processes. In enhancer regions, we found that BW
was enriched for the following BP terms (substrate adhesion-dependent
cell spreading, regulation of cell migration involved in sprouting
angiogenesis, negative regulation of intrinsic apoptotic signaling
pathway, cell-substrate junction assembly, and cellular response to
vascular endothelial growth factor stimulus), MF terms (collagen bind
ing, extracellular matrix binding, and transforming growth factor-beta
binding).
On the other hand, AW was enriched for the BP terms (cell-matrix
adhesion, positive regulation of adherens junction organization; CC
terms of ruffle membrane, podosome, beta-catenin destruction complex)
and MF terms (cadherin binding involved in cell-cell adhesion). In ATAC
chromatin open regions, for BW, we found that enriched BP terms like
cell-substrate junction assembly, adherens junction assembly, and
regulation of membrane depolarization, while for AW, there were many
general terms. In CTCF regions, we found BW-enriched terms (cellsubstrate junction assembly, epithelial cell-cell adhesion, and basal
lamina) and AW-enriched terms (regulation of apoptotic process
involved in morphogenesis). In bivalent regions, we found that BW was
enriched for pattern specification process, skeletal system morphogen
esis, cell fate commitment, dorsal/ventral pattern formation, and
extracellular matrix binding, at the same time, AW was for cornification,
positive regulation of morphogenesis of epithelium, vascular smooth
muscle cell differentiation, morphogenesis of an epithelial sheet, smooth
muscle cell differentiation, keratin filament, and delta-catenin binding.
In heterochromatin regions, we saw that many general developmental
GO terms were enriched (Table S4).
From RNA-seq, we detected 2193 differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) between BW and AW group, including 1143 up- and 1050

downregulated DEGs, respectively (Table S5). Remarkably, we observed
that TSS of upregulated DEGs (± 2 kb) attained enrichments for TssA
and TxFlnk, while eluding enrichment for BivFlnk and ReprPC in AW,
demonstrating that a portion of BivFlnk likely transitioned into active
promoters and thus led to increased transcriptions of the corresponding
genes post-weaning (Fig. 4b). Histone modifications changes (for
example, increase in H3K4me3 and decrease in H3K27me3) were
associated with these transitions. The TSS of downregulated DEGs
reduced TssA, TssAFlnk, and TxFlnk enrichments and promoted BivFlnk
and ReprPC enrichments, probably explaining the concomitant reduc
tion in their gene expression (Fig. 4b). These findings reveal the
imperative interplay between chromatin state and gene expression in
rumen tissue during weaning. Similar results were also observed in our
previous REPC in vitro experiments [18]. Functional enrichment analysis
further demonstrated that upregulated DEGs participated in the MAPK
signaling pathway, focal adhesion, regulation of actin cytoskeleton,
vascular smooth muscle contraction, and TGF-beta signaling pathway
(Fig. 4c, Table S6).
GWAS signal enrichment analysis demonstrated that both down- and
upregulated genes were significantly associated with the stature traits in
dairy cattle (Fig. 4d). Interestingly, the upregulated genes were also
associated with other economic traits in dairy cattle, like milk produc
tion and SCS (Fig. 4d). Also, the GWAS analysis based on specific regions
from AW- and BW-specific regions revealed that active promoters and
transcripts were the top enriched chromatin states across trait groups,
followed by enhancers (Fig. 4d). We found that most states were also
associated with stature traits and SCS. Generally, the chromatin states of
AW were significantly more enriched than BW’s corresponding states
(Fig. 4d). These results suggested the potential roles of rumen tissue in
6
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collagen binding, extracellular matrix binding, and Wnt-activated re
ceptor activity (Table S10a). We also found a cellular response to
epidermal growth factor stimulus and an intermediate filament-based
process for BT’s promoter regions (Table S10b).
In Comparison 3, we took a close look at in vivo and in vitro samples, i.
e., before weaning rumen tissue (BW) and control REPC (CO). We
observed primarily similar trends in the relative proportion of 15
chromatin states between BW and CO, with minor differences for TxFlnk
and ATAC (~2%). In promoter regions of both BW and CO, we found
that multiple terms were enriched like cell cycle (Table S11a, b). For BW
in enhancer regions, we found related terms like basal plasma mem
brane and response to fluid shear stress (Table S11b). While for CO, we
found cell-substrate junction assembly and regulation of transforming
growth factor β receptor signaling pathway (Table S11a). Additionally,
for CO’s MF terms, we detected integrin-binding, extracellular matrix
binding, laminin-binding, and fibronectin-binding, suggesting that in
vitro systems and the intact rumen tissue have specific differences
(Table S11a). Intriguingly, in ATAC chromatin open regions, for BW but
not for CO, we found multiple enrichments of extracellular interaction
terms, like focal adhesion assembly, cell-substrate junction assembly,
adherens junction assembly, cell junction assembly, and cell-matrix
adhesion (Table S11b). Lastly, we did not find clear patterns for CTCF
regions, heterochromatin regions, and bivalent regions, which may be
related to their broad genome coverage, leading to their associations
with many development processes (Table S11a, b).
In Comparison 4, we aimed to identify the differences between the
ending patterns between the two processes. In promoter regions, for BT,
we found cell-substrate junction assembly, adherens junction assembly,
and hemidesmosome (Table S12a); while for AW, we detected cellular
response to topologically incorrect protein, intrinsic apoptotic signaling
pathway in response to DNA damage, miRNA mediated inhibition of
translation, heterochromatin organization, focal adhesion assembly, and
histone deacetylase activity (Table S12b). We found related terms like
cell-substrate junction assembly and actin filament bundle organization
for BT in enhancer regions (Table S12a). While for AW, besides many
development terms, the enriched terms also included establishing
epithelial cell polarity, regulation of lamellipodium organization, basal
plasma membrane, basal part of the cell, and podosome (Table S12b).
For AW in open chromatin regions, we found embryonic digestive tract
development, morphogenesis of an epithelial bud, lamellipodium or
ganization, and Wnt-activated receptor activity (Table S12b).
The resulting chromatin state maps allow the visualization of

growth and innate immune responses.
2.5. Comparison of chromatin state, gene expression changes in the rumen
in vivo and REPC in vitro
2.5.1. RNA-seq DEGs shared or unique in vivo and in vitro
To uncover the development processes of in vivo rumen and in vitro
REPC, we first detected DEGs for either of their processes and then
compared DEGs between them (Table S7). We obtained four groups of
DEGs (Table S8): (1) DEGs were downregulated in both processes (DD);
(2) DEGs were downregulated only in vivo but upregulated in vitro (DU);
(1) DEGs were upregulated in vivo but downregulated in vitro (UD); (1)
DEGs were upregulated in both processes (UU). In group DD, it is
interesting to note that multiple CC terms were related to adhesion,
adherens junction, anchoring junction, cell junction, and organelle.
Other enriched terms were related to rRNA, ribosome, unfold protein,
RNA processing, and metabolic process. On the other hand, the enriched
terms in group UU were related to metabolic processes, oxidoreductase,
and hydrolase activity. In group DU, we detected extracellular matrix
(GO: 0031012) and growth factor binding (GO: 0019838), which were
significantly enriched only in vivo. Lastly, in group UD, many processes
were involved, including cell division, chromosome segregation,
microtubule cytoskeleton, mitochondrial electron transport, carbohy
drate derivative metabolic process, inorganic cation transmembrane
transport, and phosphorus metabolic process, suggesting there might be
certain degrees of subtle differences in vitro, as compared to the in vivo
conditions (Table S9).
2.5.2. Regulatory elements shared or unique in vivo and in vitro
When comparing the relative proportion changes of the same chro
matin states induced by weaning and butyrate, we found that most
chromatin states had the exact changing directions (Fig. 5a), suggesting
that weaning and butyrate may impact similar pathways. To uncover the
dynamic pattern of in vivo rumen and in vitro REPC, we used GREAT [32]
to compare the relative proportion of changed regions and genome
coverage differences in vivo and in vitro induced by weaning and buty
rate, respectively. Besides the previously described BW: AW comparison
(Comparison 1), we performed three additional comparisons: (2) CO:
BT; (3) CO: BW; and (4) BT: AW.
In Comparison 2, for CO’s Enhancer regions, we found epithelial to
mesenchymal transition, collagen fibril organization, cell-substrate
junction assembly, substrate adhesion-dependent cell spreading,

Fig. 5. Comparison of in vivo rumen and in vitro REPC. (a) Comparison of the relative proportion of changed regions between the weaning effect in rumen tissue and
butyrate effect in REPC in 15 chromatin states. Upward arrow, relative proportion increasing; Downward arrow, relative proportion decreasing. Orange rectangle,
consistent trends; Green rectangle, inconsistent trends. (b) WashU Epigenome Browser [74] view of TGFB1I1 and SPON2 showing the 15 chromatin states across the
whole genome (top 4 rows) and peaks distribution of ATAC, CTCF, H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac, and H3K27me3 (the remaining rows). Chromatin states are
colored as in Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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multiple functional predictions within a genomic interval. For example,
we used TGFB1I1 (Transforming Growth Factor Beta 1 Induced Tran
script 1) and SPON2 (Spondin 2) to show signals from several chromatin
states across CO, BT, BW, and AW (Fig. 5b). TGFB1I1 was a DD gene,
which had decreased expression in both in vivo and in vitro processes. Its
chromatin state around TSS changed from TssAATACCTCF in BW to
EnhWk in AW. At the same time, it changed from TssA in CO to EnhA in
BT. (Fig. 5b). The protein encoded by TGFB1I1 can function as a mo
lecular adapter coordinating multiple protein-protein interactions at the
focal adhesion complex and nucleus [33]. It links various intracellular
signaling modules to plasma membrane receptors and regulates the Wnt
and TGFβ signaling pathways [34]. The TGFβ superfamily is critical in
wound healing and repair. It must be activated by release from the
extracellular matrix, where it is bound by latent TGFβ-binding proteins
and active proteases, such as the matrix metalloproteinase [35]. TGFβ
has been shown to inhibit the proliferation of keratinocytes [36,37].
This pathway involves many cellular processes in both the adult and the
developing embryo, including cell growth, cell differentiation,
apoptosis, cellular homeostasis, and other cellular functions. We previ
ously reported that TGFβ1 is an essential transcriptional regulator of
gene expression networks related to specific diets using the same calf
rumen epithelium samples during weaning [38]. Our rediscovery of the
same TGFβ pathways further confirmed that these cytokines and their
related proteins are likely involved in regulating the growth and dif
ferentiation of the rumen epithelium.
On the contrary, SPON2 is a DU gene encoding Spondin 2. It was
downregulated in vivo but upregulated in vitro. Its chromatin state
around TSS changed from TssA/TssAATACCTCF in BW to BivFlnk in
AW. Meanwhile, it changed from BivFlnk in CO to TssA in BT. SPON2 is
a cell adhesion protein that promotes adhesion [39]. It is also crucial to
initiate the innate immune response and facilitate a unique pattern
recognition in the extracellular matrix for microbial pathogens, such as
lipopolysaccharide. Thus, it can bind directly to bacteria and their
components and functions as an opsonin for macrophage phagocytosis
of bacteria [40].
When checking the underlining histones codes, we observed histone
codes changed dynamically in the expected directions (as labeled in red/
up and black/down arrows in Fig. 5b), including H3K4me1 (primed
enhancers), H3K4me3 (transcriptionally active promoters), H3K27ac
(distinguishes active enhancers from poised enhancers), and H3K27me3
(found in facultatively repressed genes). From the chromatin state as
signments near these two genes’ TSS, we found that the TssAATACCTCF
and EnhWk were prevalent at well-characterized regulators of rumen
tissue, while another two states, TssA and EnhA, were found mainly in
REPC.
Taking together, we found similar regulatory genomic elements in
general, but with certain degrees of distinction, involved in weaning and
butyrate-induced genomic activities. Also, we found that the most
distinct regions within the chromatin states between rumen tissue and
REPC were promoters, enhancers, BivFlnk, and open ATAC chromatin
regions (Fig. S4) implies their conserved but also versatile functions in
weaning and response to butyrate. This similarity and distinction of the
genomic regulatory elements between rumen tissues and primary rumen
epithelial cells may suggest that intact tissues preserve local in vivo cellto-cell interactions, which is critical for their normal development. In
contrast, this microenvironment is absent in primary cells, especially
after cell separations, digestions, or multiple rounds of cell division in
vitro. Those results indicated that animal models in functional genomics
studies could confirm and improve the study results on primary cells or
cell lines, while using primary cells or cell lines allows the researchers to
elude complications in using animal models, such as availability, cost,
and ethics.
This study created the first in vivo global map of regulatory elements
(15 unique chromatin states) in cattle. We defined their coordinated
activities through genome-wide profiling for four specific histone
modifications, CTCF-binding sites, DNA accessibility, and DNA

methylation. Functional annotations of the genome in the intact tissue
describe a significant diversity of genomic functions determined by
distinct chromatin states and reveal that most of them are consistent. We
identified significant correlations of chromatin states with gene
expression and DNA methylation. We demonstrated the importance of
comprehensive functional annotation to facilitate the enriched inter
pretation of the genetic basis underlining complex trait variation,
eQTLs, positive selection, and adaptive evolution in cattle. Our data
further suggested that most defined chromatin states were generally
consistent across tissues and primary cell types. However, there are
significant differences between the in vivo and in vitro processes, sug
gesting the importance of cell adhesions and communications as well as
the impacts of the microenvironment.
Overall, our data indicated that epigenomic landscapes and chro
matin states in both rumen tissues and primary rumen epithelial cells
could change dynamically induced by butyrate or weaning, resulting in
specific gene expression changes and influencing rumen development.
We illustrated that the up- and down-regulated genes induced by
butyrate treatment and weaning process exhibited a distinctive alter
ation in chromatin states and altered biological functions. It has been
generally recognized that histone modifications play an essential role in
controlling gene expression. Butyrate, a native histone deacetylase
(HDAC) inhibitor, stimulates histone post-translational modifications
and, thus, regulates cell growth, apoptosis, and cell differentiation in
many types of cancer [43]. There is an abundance of information on
butyrate. As an HDAC inhibitor, butyrate plays the role of aberrant
histone acetylation in tumorigenesis and the potential for cancer che
moprevention and therapy [43–46]. There is little information about
normal rumen development and butyrate’s biological impacts therein.
Outlining the extent to which the epigenomic landscape and chromatin
states are modified by normal rumen development and butyrate-induced
histone post-translational modification is critical to understanding how
these processes function at the mechanistic level. By comparing normal
and butyrate-induced dynamic variation of chromatin states concomi
tantly with changes in transcription activities observed in REPC and
intact tissue, we established correlations among cell interactions,
nutritional elements, histone modifications, chromatin states, and other
genomic activities like transcription regulation, DNA methylation, pos
itive selection, and others. Indeed, future studies with additional epi
genomic marks and tissues/cell samples are required for a more
inclusive functional annotation of the cattle genome and corroboration
of the essential steps of rumen development.
3. Methods
3.1. Tissue collection and next-generation sequencing
3.1.1. Rumen epithelial tissue collection
The Beltsville Area Animal Care approved animal care and tissue
isolation work (Committee Protocol Number 07–025). Animals and
tissue collection were fully described in our previous report [8]. Briefly,
two Holstein bull calves were chosen: one calf (before weaning) was fed
with milk replacer only (MRO - Cornerstone 22:20, Purina Mills, St.
Louis, MO, USA; 22.0% crude protein, 20.0% crude fat, 0.15% crude
fiber, 0.75 to 1.25% Ca, 0.70% P, 66,000 IU/kg vitamin A, 11,000 IU/kg
vitamin D3, and 220 IU/kg vitamin E) for two weeks; while the other
(after weaning) was fed with MRO for six weeks, followed by a combi
nation of milk replacer and grain-based commercial calf starter for four
weeks. Calves were euthanized by captive bolt followed by exsangui
nation at day 14 or day 70 to represent development at two stages of
weaning on a grain concentrate diet. The methods for rumen epithelial
tissue collection were described previously [11,47,48]. Briefly, rumen
epithelial tissue was collected from Holstein bull calves at the slaughter.
Rumen epithelial tissue was collected from the anterior portion of the
ventral sac of the rumen beneath the reticulum and below the rumen
fluid layer at slaughter. The epithelial layer of the rumen tissue was
8
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enrichment patterns, we plotted metagene profiles with deeptools
plotProfile [55]. We calculated peak correlations among all 28 epi
genomic samples. Briefly, we computed the correlation of sample A with
sample B as the number of peaks in A overlapped with B, divided by the
total number of peaks in A, while the correlation of B with A as the
number of peaks in B overlapped with A, divided by the total number of
peaks in sample B.
We utilized ChromHMM v.1.20 [21], which is based on a multivar
iate Hidden Markov Model, to capture the significant combinatorial
interactions between different chromatin marks in their spatial context
(chromatin states). ChromHMM trunks the genome into nonoverlapping bins and assigns each bin to one of the 15 chromatin
states. We defined the chromatin states, as described in our earlier
publication [18]. Briefly, we ran ChromHMM on the 28 epigenomes at
the default 200-bp resolution, using the histone ChIP-seq BED files and
the relevant control files for each dataset. We eventually defined 15
chromatin states using the processed data described above on the 12
marks. This method could endow an impartial and systematic chromatin
state discovery along the whole genome [21,56]. We computed the
enrichment fold of each state for each external annotation (e.g., CpG
islands) as (C/A)/(B/D), where A stands the number of bases in the
chromatin state, B stands the number of bases in the external annotation,
C stands the number of bases overlapped between state and the external
annotation, and D stands the number of bases in the genome. We
calculated the significance of enrichment using the Fisher’s-Exact Test.

separated manually from the muscular layer. After rinsed in tap water to
remove residual feed particles, samples were further rinsed in ice-cold
saline and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen before moved to -80 ◦ C for
future use.
3.1.2. ChIP-seq and ATAC-seq
In the present study, the ATAC-seq and ChIP-seq of H3K27ac (anti
body Cat No. 30133, Active Motif, Inc), H3K27m3 (antibody Cat No.
39155, Active Motif, Inc), H3K4m1 (antibody Cat No. 39297, Active
Motif, Inc), H3K4m3(antibody Cat No. 39159, Active Motif, Inc), and
CTCF (antibody Cat No. 61311, Active Motif, Inc) in rumen tissues were
performed by using HiSeq 2500 (Illumina, Inc. San Diego, CA, USA) at
Active Motif, Inc. (Carlsbad, CA, USA). The histone modifications of
REPC were reported in our earlier publication [18]. The input ChIP DNA
prepared for sequencing libraries were recovered from a conventional
ChIP procedure and quantified using the QuantiFluor fluorometer
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent; Palo
Alto, CA, USA) was used to verify DNA integrity. Using an Illumina
sample prep kit following the manufacturer’s instructions (Illumina,
Inc., San Diego, CA, USA), the DNA was then processed (end repair,
adaptor ligation, and size selection). After final validation, DNA libraries
were sequenced at 75-nt per sequence read, using an Illumina HiSeq
2500 platform.
3.1.3. RNA sequencing
RNA extraction was performed, following the procedure reported
previously [49]. Total RNA from six rumen samples (in addition to two
rumen samples used in ChIP-seq, ATAC-seq, and CTCF seq, four more
rumen samples were included for RNA-seq replicates) with three repli
cates for each condition was extracted using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) followed by DNase digestion and Qiagen RNeasy
column purification (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). High-quality RNA
(RNA integrity number [RIN]: 9.0, quality-controlled (QC) using Agi
lent’s Bioanalyzer 2100) was processed using an Illumina TruSeq RNA
sample prep kit, abiding by the manufacturer’s instruction (Illumina,
Inc.). After QC, individual RNA-seq libraries were pooled with their
respective sample-specific 6-bp adaptors and paired-end sequenced at
150 bp/sequence reads (PE150) using an Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform.

3.2.2. RNA-seq and WGBS
Before any processing, we did QC and trimming by employing
FastQC
(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fast
qc/) and Trim_Galore (version 0.4.1) (https://www.bioinformatics.ba
braham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/) for all six RNA-seq (three biolog
ical replicates in each condition) and two WGBS data sets. Generally, we
removed adapters and reads with low quality (Q < 20) or shorter than
20 bp.
For RNA-seq, to quantify gene expression and conduct differentially
expression analysis, we used STAR aligner [57], and Cufflinks software
tools [58], and only the uniquely mapped reads were used. The TPM
value of each gene was used as the normalized expression level. We
defined DEGs as Bonferroni-corrected P-value less than 0.05 and log2(
fold-change) greater than 2. In addition, we explored gene expression
similarity between tissues and across samples by performing hierarchi
cal clustering using TPM. Distance between samples was estimated using
the formula distance = 1 – correlation, where Spearman’s correlation
coefficient defines correlation. MDS was performed to represent the
distances among samples in a parsimonious way. We used the isoMDS
[59] function from R (version 3.6.3), with the distance being defined for
the MDS analysis.
For WGBS, all clean data were mapped to the cattle reference
genome (UMD 3.1.1) using bowtie2 [60]. We then applied Bismark
software [61] with default settings to map clean reads to the reference
genome (UMD3.1.1) and extracted methylcytosine information using
the bismark_methylation_extractor (− -ignore_r2 6) function after deduplicating duplicated reads. We used the symmetric-cpgs program
implemented in MethPipe [62] to merge those symmetric CpG pairs and
computed the methylation level by genomic region of interest by roi
methstat function.

3.1.4. Whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS)
All experiments were carried out following published procedures
[50,51]. Briefly, DNA from rumen tissues was extracted using phenol/
chloroform. DNA (100 ng) was bisulfite-converted and subjected to li
brary preparation using the Pico Methyl-Seq™ Library Prep Kit (Zymo
Research, Irvin, CA, USA) following the instructions of the supplier.
High-sensitivity DNA chips were used to assess libraries for quality on
the Agilent Bioanalyzer and quantified with a Qubit fluorometer
(ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Libraries were
sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2500 (150-bp paired-end sequencing).
3.2. Bioinformatics and data analysis
3.2.1. Chromatin states
After removing the raw reads that failed Illumina’s quality control,
we generated 318,737,324 and 385,739,742 clean paired-end reads for
four ATAC-seq data sets and 10 ChIP-seq data sets, respectively.
Simultaneously, we generated a total of 43,160,815 paired-end clean
reads as the random background input. We next aligned clean reads to
the cattle reference genome (UMD3.1.1 [52]) using the BWA aligner
with default settings [53]. We only retained the uniquely mapping reads
aligned with less than two mismatches and filtered out multiplymapping reads. We employed MACS2.1.1 for peak-calling with default
parameter settings by surveying for substantial enrichment in the
studied samples compared to the input data file (i.e., random back
ground) [54]. The details of the remaining 14 marks were reported in
our previous study [18]. To illustrate all the marks’ characteristic

3.2.3. GWAS signal enrichment analysis
We previously reported details of the single-marker GWAS and finemapping analyses for 18 body type, six reproduction, and 12 production
traits from 27,214 U.S. Holstein bulls [63], eight health traits from
11,880–24,699 bulls, and for one feed efficiency trait from 3,947 Hol
stein cows [63–66]. Because these 45 complex traits being studied here
are highly polygenic, we applied a sum-based marker-set test, imple
mented by the R package for Quantitative Genetic and Genomic analyses
(QGG package; http://psoerensen.github.io/qgg/), for GWAS signal
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enrichment analyses across all 15 chromatin states and DEGs between
AW vs. BW. We added 20-kb windows around gene regions to include
the potential cis-regulatory variants. Previous studies showed that this
approach had at least equal power compared to other commonly used
GWAS signal enrichment methods in humans, Drosophila melanogaster,
and livestock, especially for highly polygenic traits [6,67–70]. Briefly,
we calculated the summary statistics for each genomic feature (e.g., a
chromatin state or a list of DEGs):
mf
∑

Tsum =

cattle were obtained from [28]. The eQTLs in cattle were obtained from
Liu et al., 2020 (submitted). All scripts and source codes can be found in
https://github.com/YahGao/15-Chromatin-States.
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where Tsum is the summary statistics for each genomic feature, b is the
SNP effect in the single-marker GWAS, and mf is the number of SNPs
overlapping a tested genomic feature. We controlled marker-set sizes
and linkage disequilibrium patterns among markers by applying the
following genotype cyclical permutation strategy [65,71]. Briefly, we
first ordered marker effects (i.e., b2) using their chromosome positions (i.
e., b12, b22, ⋯ bm− 12, bm2). We then randomly selected one marker (i.e.,
bk2) from this vector as the first place, and shifted the remaining ones to
new positions while retaining their original orders (i.e., bk2, bk+12, ⋯
bm− 12, bm2, b12⋯ bk− 12) to maintain LD patterns among markers. We
calculated a new summary statistic for the genomic feature using their
original chromosome locations. To obtain an empirical P-value for the
genomic feature, we repeated this permutation procedure 10,000 times
and employed a one-tailed test of the proportion of random summary
statistics greater than that observed.
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